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Hair is done in two major pieces. Front and back. 
On the back piece, or better said the sides of it, two buns to hold the pony tails were 
added. 
 
Front hair piece: 
 
R1 sc5 in magic ring – ch1 turn 
R2 inc5 (10 sts) 
 
Now hair making of the chains from every stitch in row2 – 10 hairs 
 
1, 2 & 3:  ch21; inc10, sl st10 
4:   ch16; inc5, sl st10  
5 & 6:   ch 11; sl st10   
7:   ch16; inc5, sl st10   
8, 9 & 10:  ch21; inc10, sl st 10  
 

 

 
 
Back of the head piece: 
Ch15 
 You will be working on both sides of the chain. Same procedure as with the 
front piece; chains and slip stitches back to create hairs. 
In each of the 15 stitches chain 9- sl st8 
(Might be easier to understand if I put like this: 
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ch24, sl st8, sl st to next ch stitch, *ch9, sl st8, sl st in next chain stitch*,  repeat ** for 
entire chain (one side) , ch1, work on the other side of chain; repeat ** x15) 

 
Above is how the back piece looks like after one side of the chain is done. Here you can see three hairs I have started on the 

other side of the chain as well. 
 

 
Here how the back piece looks with both sides finished, before the hairs are connected with slip stitches. 

 

 
One side is slip stitched; finishing next one. 
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This is how it looks when pinned on the head, before sewing. 

 
When done connect each hair’s end with slip stitch. Tie off and leave long end for 
sewing. 
Now repeat the same for the other side of the chain. 15 stitches, 15 hairs with ch9; sl 
st8. Connect the ends with slip stitch. Tie off and leave long end for sewing. 
 
Pony tails: 
Ch 26; inc15, sl st 10 
Make three for each side 
 
Buns to hold the tails:  
R1 sc6 in magic ring 
R2 inc6  
R3 sc12 
Tie off leaving long end for sewing. 
 

 
All hair pieces done and ready to be sewed on the head. 


